Attack VS
Forced Entry
Know the Difference...

**Attack Resistant Opening:**
- Extra protection at cost-effective price
- Almost 60% less cost than a Level 8 bullet resistant door and frame
- Resists 4-minute attack after 60-90 rounds of 7.62 ammunition
- Not bullet resistant, but can withstand up to 60 rounds of 7.62 ammunition without coming unlatched
- Uses hollow metal (16 ga.), hollow metal frame (16 ga.), School Guard Glass™ SG5™ and SARGENT 8200 series mortise lock with latchbolt, deadbolt and LS escutcheon hardware, Corbin Russwin 2000 ML Series with Vanal Resistant trim, Yale 8800 SL Series with Security trim, and standard weight McKinney hinges
- Ideal for applications such as schools, places of worship, offices, other public gathering rooms

**Forced Entry Bullet Resistant (FEBR) Openings:**
- Tested to the highest level of U.S. Department of State protection against 5, 15 and 60 minute mob-level (6 person) forced entry attack and ballistic threats
- Heavy gauge hollow metal door and frame system bullet-resistant to UL752 Level 8, 7.62 mm (.308 cal) ammunition
- Factory installed forced entry 3-point exit device with deadbolt system
- Forced entry hinges with security studs factory installed
- Factory supplied forced entry threshold
- Ideal for government/military, control and safe rooms, and guard houses

**Videos:**
- Attack Resistant Opening
- Forced Entry Bullet Resistant Opening